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Consumers in Maryland lost millions of dollars to fraud and scams last year, as

the nation as a whole hit a new benchmark for fraud losses: more than ���

billion in ����.

Marylanders made ��,��� fraud reports in ����, accordin� to data released

by the Federal Trade Commission. Most of the reports — ��,��� — were for

imposter scams, where a scammer impersonates a �overnment or business
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official, or even a personal contact, to earn a person’s trust or intimidate them

to �et them to send money.

In total, consumers in Maryland reported losin� ����.� million to fraud in

����, with a median loss of ����. In ����, Marylanders reported a total loss

of ����.� million and a median loss of ����.

Samuel Levine, director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection, said

di�ital tools are “makin� it easier than ever” to tar�et people for fraud. “The

FTC is workin� hard to take action a�ainst those scams,” Levine said in a

statement earlier this month.

Fraud and other scams continue to be a costly risk for people in Maryland and

across the US.

The FTC said consumers nationwide reported losin� ��� billion to fraud in

����, with investment scams accountin� for more than ��.� billion in losses,

more than any other type of scam. The second bi�est fraud cate�ory was

imposter scams, with losses of more than ��.� billion, accordin� to the

a�ency.

The FTC “saw si�nificant increases in reports of both business and

�overnment impersonators” between ���� and ����. A scam that involved

both business and �overnment impersonators was the subject of a viral

column published this week in The Cut.

In the column, the author — who is The Cut’s financial advice columnist —

describes �ettin� a phone call from “Amazon” who transfers her to the “FTC”

and eventually the “CIA.” The “�overnment a�ents” described a crime she was

connected with and came up with a plan to keep her money safe. Instead, the

author ended up losin� ���,��� in cash to the scammers.

The column has set off intense discussion online — with a lot of people

ridiculin� the author for believin� such a far-fetched scheme. But the column

has also renewed conversations around the need for education about how to

identify and avoid scams and what to do if bein� tar�eted by a fraud scheme.

Lina Khan, the chair of the FTC, wei�hed in too.

https://www.thecut.com/article/amazon-scam-call-ftc-arrest-warrants.html
https://www.thecut.com/article/amazon-scam-call-ftc-arrest-warrants.html
https://twitter.com/NifMuhammad/status/1758307243395588347
https://twitter.com/StephBMore/status/1758311452354474055
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1. Being the victim of a scam can be devastating.

A reminder that nobody from @FTC will ever give you a 
badge number, ask you to confirm your Social Security 
number, ask how much money you have in your bank 
account, transfer you to a CIA agent, or send you texts out 
of the blue.
4:34 PM · Feb 15, 2024
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The Federal Trade Commission’s consumer advice website has information on

common scams and frauds, tips on how to avoid becomin� a victim and

�uidelines on what a person should do if they fall for a scam.

Cody Boteler a reporter on The Banner’s Express Desk, reportin� on breakin� news,

trendin� stories and interestin� thin�s in and around Baltimore. His work has appeared

in The Baltimore Sun, USA TODAY, Baltimore ma�azine and others. 
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